HELLS CANYON
Natural History Exploration
and
Photography Workshop
with Kendrick Moholt

To take spectacular outdoor photographs one needs a spectacular subject. This is true for wildlife, wild
flowers, landscapes, adventure/recreation or any other subject. No amount of computer work can take
a boring subject and make it an exciting image. Photographing the natural world requires going to the
beautiful places and then finding spectacular light. This is what makes outdoor photography so much
fun and even addicting. When you get to that special place and capture that perfect photo, the endorphins
flow.
Fine Art Photographer, Kendrick Moholt, will share his personal knowledge of Hells Canyon natural
history and will provide photographic instruction tailored to individual needs. Kendrick has
photographed some of the most remote corners of the planet while traveling on all seven continents.
Though he continues to love working in faraway places, Kendrick equally enjoys working from his
home base in northeast Oregon because of the outstanding wildlife and landscape opportunities. He has
worked extensively in Hells Canyon as both a field biologist and professional photographer.
Photographers of all skill levels are welcome to join us. We will focus on developing greater control
of digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) or professional grade mirrorless camera and outdoor photography
techniques with the goal of creating fine art photographs. However, participants are welcome to bring
any camera or no camera at all. This adventure is open to all outdoor enthusiasts who want to learn more
about the natural wonders of Hells Canyon. The trip itinerary has been designed to maximize
opportunities to explore the most photogenic locations in upper Hells Canyon and will include a layover
day at Tryon Creek. The early season date for the trip will ensure verdant hillsides and abundant
wildflowers. It is also a great time for wildlife. Cool spring weather is ideal for hiking to stunning views
and exploring side canyons. Regardless of whether you want to focus on photography, hiking or want
to learn about the plants and animals of one of North America's most dramatic landscapes, this trip's for
you.
See more of Kendrick's work on Facebook or at: http://kendrickmoholtphotography.com

